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Abstract--Discrete nonautonomous nonlinear systems possessing (h, k)-trichotomies are consid- 
ered. We specialize to the case of solutions moving inside---and in a neighborhood f--an invariant 
manifold of a special kind, which we call (h, k)-hyperbolic. The Aulbach-Coppel-Knobloch trans- 
formation is then developed and used to state conditions for granting asymptotic equivalence of
solutions. Our results generalize some of Aulbach's results in which the manifold considered was 
made of stationary points, and the system taken was autonomous. 
Keywords--Tr ichotomies, Invariant manifolds, Weakly asymptotically equivalence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1], a generalized notion of trichotomies (dichotomies) was introduced, which strictly contains 
the usual notion of ordinary or exponential dichotomies. 
For discrete time systems (t E Z), this definition is as follows. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let h and k denote two positive sequences {h(t)}tez, and {k(t)}t~z. Then the 
linear system in R" 
y(t + 1) = L(t)y(t), t e Z (1.1) 
is said to have an (h, k )-trichotomy, iff there exist a fundamenta] matr/x solution @(t) of (1.1), 
orthogonal projection matrices P+, P - ,  p0, with ranks n+, n_, and no, respectively, with 
n+ + n_ + no = n, and positive constants 7+, 7-, and 70, such that 
[ [¢(0P-¢Cs)- l l l  < -x, t _> s, 
II¢(t)P+¢Cs)-l[I < ~f+k(t)k(8) -1, t < s, 
I I¢( t )P°¢(s) - '  II <_ vt, s. 
(1.2) 
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Two important classes of examples are those in which h(t) = k(t), or h(t) = 1/k(t); ff h = k, we 
say that the system has an h-trichotomy, or that it is an h-system. 
I f  pO = O, we say that system (1.1) has an (h, k)-dichotomy. 
REMARK 1.1. As it may be readily seen, ordinary dichotomies appear here when h and k are 
any two constant sequences, and exponential dichotomies appear in the special case in which 
h(t) = A t, k(t) = #t. The hyperbolic ase corresponds to the choice 0 < A < 1, # > 1. (See [2]). 
If P+ = p0 = 0, or P -  = p0 = 0, then we are in an extended case of bounded growth, 
characterized by the function h (or k). (See [3]). Our definition of trichotomy (dichotomy) is 
closer to the concept appearing in [4,5], than that of Elaydi and Hhjek [6]. In fact, it turns out that 
Aulbach's dichotomies, for the case of systems having a manifold of stationary points correspond 
exactly to the exponential hyperbolic ase (see Definition 1.3 of (h, k)-hyperbolic manifolds). 
Although we cover a whole family of trichotomies which are neither ordinary, nor exponential 
ones, (see the examples at the end of Section 3, [7,8]), there are cases which do not fall into our 
category: the most notable xamples we may point out are the kind of dichotomies appearing in 
stochastic dynamical systems (see [9,10] for an account). 
DEFINITION 1.2. Consider the system 
x(t + 1) = f(t ,  x(t)), t e Z, (1.3) 
where f is a function o fR  x R n --, R n, of class C 1 in the x-component. We say that system (1.3) 
has an (h, k)-trichotomy in variation with respect o a given solution xo(t) of (1.3), iff the system 
y(t + 1) = fx(t, xo(t)), y(t) (1.4) 
has an (h, k )-trichotomy. 
REMARK 1.2. In order to be consistent with our definition of trichotomy in variation, we have 
to grant the existence of the fundamental matrix of the associated linear system. For this, it is 
enough to ask for invertibility of fx(t, xo(t)) for all t, and this will be assumed throughout this 
article without further notice. Yet this condition may be actually relaxed. One may write all 
the notions already defined in terms of transition operators and families of projectors, as in [11], 
thus, avoiding this rather restrictive hypothesis (see [2] as well). 
DEFINITION 1.3. A manifold M C_ R n is said to be an invariant manifold of (1.3), iff for all Xo 
in M, the solution x( t; to, Xo)----defined as the (unique) solution of (1.3) satisfying x(to; to, xo) = 
xo----satisfies the property x(t; to, Xo) E M, for all to E Z. 
An invariant manifold M is said to be an (h, k)-hyperbolic manifold for (1.3) iff for a11 xo E 
M, the system (1.3) has an (h, k)-trichotomy in variation with respect to the solution xo(t) = 
x(t, O, xo). 
A set 27 C_ ZxR n is said to be an integral manifold of (1.3), iff 
(t0, x0) e I ~ (t,x(t;t0,x0)) ~ 27 Vt _> to. 
The results to be proved here apply in a neighborhood of (h, k)-hyperbolic manifolds, which--as 
a special case may consist of stationary points: 
M = {x0 e R": 3t0 e Z: f(t, x0) = xo,Vt _> to}. 
See [4] for examples where these manifolds appear; clearly, invariant manifolds are more natural 
than manifolds of stationary points. 
The notion of (h, k)-hyperbolicity for manifolds is a natural generalization of the one given by 
Palmer [2,12], and will be key to the analysis of Section 4. 
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The present work is structured as follows: we shall refer at the end of it to the problem of 
showing the equivalence (under certain conditions) of what we call strongly and weakly asymp- 
totic equivalence of solutions of (1.3) (see Definition 4.1). For this, the Aulbach-Coppel-Knobloch 
transformation of the variational equation is developed in the next section: we need a diagonal- 
ization's result via a Liapunov transformation, which is essentially a Coppel's result. Further 
requirements are the existence of an (h, k)-hyperbolic manifold, and the existence of a certain 
manifold of solutions with bounded projection. 
In Section 3, we exhibit a class of systems having (h, k)-trichotomies, namely the Levinson's 
and the Hartman-Wintner classes. In this section, we collect some auxiliary results for its use 
in the following section. In particular, a result was obtained (Lemma 3.1), showing how a linear 
system with an (h, k)-dichotomy is transformed when the system is linearly perturbed with an 
Loo perturbation. Consequences of this for h-systems are also briefly discussed. We stress that it 
is at this stage where conditions for h and k appear for the first time, previously they were fairly 
unrestricted. 
Finally, Section 4 is devoted to establishing conditions under which weakly asymptotic equiv- 
alence of solutions is the same as strongly asymptotic equivalence. 
2. THE ACK-TRANSFORMATION 
This transformation was used by Aulbach [3] for transforming the variational equation of an 
autonomous discrete system into an equivalent system of quasi-linear form. All that was needed 
was the existence of an exponential dichotomy in variation (an exponential trichotomy according 
to Definition 1.1) and the existence of a manifold of stationary points (see [13,14]). 
The construction depends, in the continuous case, on results due to Coppel [15] and 
Knobloch [5]. An analogon of Knobloch's result for the discrete case, concerning the existence of 
an integral manifold with bounded projection, was given by Kirchgraber and Stiefel [16], though 
they prove it in an onset suitable for autonomous systems only. Their result is (implicitly) valid 
for nonautonomous systems as well, since nonautonomous systems may be viewed as autonomous, 
simply by passing to the extended phase space (R × R n or Z × Rn), but this means that Lipschitz- 
like conditions for the time variable are needed, which is definitely not necessary; a version of 
their proof can be adapted to the nonautonomous case in a straightforward manner without 
asking for a Lipschitz condition in t. 
To start with, we give a discrete (h, k)-version of Coppel's result [15], which is rather straightfor- 
ward, yet we will perform the computations in order to show clearly where the (h, k)-trichotomy 
condition appears and how it is transformed. 
Let xo(t) be a (known) solution of (1.3), and build the variational equation: for any solution x(t) 
of (1.3), let y(t) be y(t) := x(t) - x0(t); then 
y(t + 1) = h( t ,  xo(t))y(t) + r(t, y(t)), t e Z, (2.1) 
where r(t, y(t)) is of order o([lyll 2) as Ilyll 0. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume (2.1) has an (h,k)-trichotomy. Then there exists a (Liapunov) transforma- 
tion A(t) such that the change of variables z(t) = A(t)y(t) transforms (2.1) into 
~(t + 1) = DiagCN(t), P(t), M (t) ) . Cv(t) + f(t, zCt) ), (2.2) 
for which an (h,k)-trichotomy condition holds, and ~(t,~) is of o(ll~ll 2) as z --+ O, uniformly 
in tEZ .  
REMARK 2. i. For linear systems this result is a strong one, it says that any linear system (nonau- 
tonomous) having an (h, k)-trichotomy may be block diagonalized through a Liapunov transfor- 
mation (i.e., satisfying (2.23)). 
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PROOF. Consider first the linear part of (2.1) 
y(t + 1) = L(t)y(t), t e Z. (2.3) 
Let ~(t) be the fundamental matrix of (2.3). By the (h, k)-trichotomy condition, there exists P -  
a projection matrix of rank n_, such that 
II¢(OP-~(O-11l _< ~_. (2.4) 
Following Coppel [15], we define R- i t )  to be the nonsingular matrix defined by 
R~ (t) = P -~( t ) *¢( t )P -  + (I - P-)~(t)*O(t)( I  - P - ) .  (2.5) 
Defining S-( t )  to be ¢(t)R_(t)  -1, the change of variables y(t) = S-(O~(t  ) transform (2.3) 
into 
~(t + 1) = L(t)~l(t), where L(t) = (S-(t + 1)-lL(t)S-(t)).  (2.6) 
Let us take a closer look at the transformation S-. First, since R_ (0 commutes with P- :  
S- ( t )P -S - (O  -1 = ¢(oe-~(O -1. (2.7) 
Second, on the same line of reasoning, 
= P_(S - ) *S - ( t )P -  + (If - P_)(S-)*S-(t) (~ - P - ) ,  (2.8) 
so that V~: 
IIS-(O~'l12- < { I IS - (OP-~I I  + I IS - (O0-  P-)~'II} 2 
< 2 {llS-(OP-,, l l  ~ + IIS-(O0 - P-)~II2}, 
so that from (2.8) we conclude that 
IIS-(O,fll 2 < 211~112 ~ IIS-(OII < v~. 
As for the inverse, since 
I I (s - (o- ' )*S-(O - '  II = (¢(0- ' )*  R2(OV(O - ' ,  
we conclude that 
(2.9) 
(2.1o) 
(2.11) 
IIs-(o-lll_< ~/1¢(0P-~(0-1112 + II¢(t)(~ - P - )~(O-* I I  2 (2.12) 
-< ~C-  + (11~11 + 7-) =. 
The last inequality follows from the (h, k) assumption. 
Now, from the definition of L(t) (equation (2.6)) it will turn out that it has a block diagonal 
form; indeed, 
I,(t)P- = R(t + I )R(0P- = P-R(~ + 1)R(t) = P-L(0, (2.13) 
(observe that since P -  commutes with R(t!, it commutes with R-t(t) too), so that, since P -  
may be assumed to be Diag (]In_ x,_, 0, 0), L(t) must have the form 
L(0 = Diag (g(0 ,L( t ) )  . (2.14) 
Now, turning our attention to equation (2.6), we see that its fundamental matrix is nothing 
else than R(t), so that 
I I ,~P-,~(s)- ' l l  = I In(Op-n(, ) - ' l l  
= IIS- ( t ) - '¢ ( t )p -  ¢(s)- tS- (s)[I 
(2.15) 
<_ I Is-(o- l l l  . I I~(oP- , (~)- ' l l  • IIS-(s)ll 
_< ~/2i~ ~_ +(11~,+7_)~}~_h(Oh(,)- ' ,  t_>,. 
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With this, the (h, k)-trichotomy condition is transformed into 
II¢,~P-,h~(s)-' II _< 7_ ~/2 {3 ~_ +( l l l r l l+7_12}hCt lh (s )  - '  , t>s, 
II*~p+*~cs)-'ll _< 7+4~ \/7 ~_ + (llrll + 7-) 2 k( t )k (s )  -1  , t < s, (2.16) 
II,,~P°,r,~(s)-' I I_ 70 v~ v/3 ~_ + (11][11 +,r_) 2, Vt, s. 
Considering now the subsystem 
~(t + 1) = L(t)#(t), (2.17) 
the very same procedure may be applied, obtaining again a block diagonal decomposition, this 
time for the subsystem. Call the transformation S +, for which 
[[S+(t)[[ _< v~ and [[S+(t)-l[[ < V/72 + ([[~[[ 47+) 2, (2.18) 
so that we may state the following. 
Define 
7 d = -r_ v5 ~/-yE + (11~11 +3- )  =, 
= 3+2 \ /7 2_ + (11~11 + 3-)  2 ~/~ + (11~11 + ~+)2, (2.19) 
= 302 ~/32-- + (11~11 + 3-) 2 \/7~ + (llrll + 3+) 2. 
The transformation w(t) = A(t)y(t) with 
A(t) -1 := S-(t)Diag (lI,_x,_,S+(t)) (2.20) 
takes the system (2.3) into the block diagonal form 
w(t + 1) = Diag (N(t), P(t), M(t)). w(t), (2.21) 
for which an (It, k )-trichotomy condition hold'. 
[l¢~(t)P-C~(,)-xll _< 7a_h(t)h(s) -1, t >_ s, 
II,~,.(t)P+¢,.(s)-Xll <_ 3~_k(t)k(s) -1, t <_ s, (2.22) 
I I*w(t)e-*~,(s)-' l l  <_ %', vt,,,. 
Moreover, the transformation A(t) as well as its inverse is bounded: 
(2.23) 
IIA(t)-lll _< ~ (llIII + v/2). 
To finish the lemma, we notice that this transformation may be applied to the variational 
equation (2.1), thus, obtaining y(t) = A(t)-l~(t): 
t~(t + 1) = Diag (N(t), P(t), M(t)) . @(t) + f(t, e(t)), (2.24) 
with @(t) = (u(t), v(t), re(t)), and ~(t, ffJ(t)) = A(t + 1)r(t, A(t)- l~). II 
The next step in the construction ofthe ACK transform consist in a local change of coordinates, 
so that the perturbation terms ri(t, u, v, m) vanish in a set {0} × {0} x H, for H a neighborhood 
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of 0 E R m. For this, we take a point x0 E M, where M is an invariant manifold of solutions 
of (1.3), whose existence is taken for granted. 
Let h(xo, .): H C_ R m ~ M be a local C 1 representation f a neighborhood in M of xo, such 
that h(xo, O) =- xo. Since M is invariant, the orbits x(t; xo) and x(t; h(xo, ~/)) are contained in M, 
for all r} E H, t _> 0. Thus, the transformation 
wn(t) := x(t; xo) - x(t; h(xo, r/)); rl e H, t _> 0, (2.25) 
is well defined and solves the variational equation. 
If we apply the transformation of the previous lemma, we obtain an m-parameter family of 
solutions of (2.24): 
(~i(t, ~?), 9(t, ~?), rh(t, ~7)) := ACt)wn(t ). (2.26) 
Now, any solution (u(t), v(t), re(t)) of (2.24) of sufficiently small norm must satisfy the condi- 
tion: 
Vt >_ O, 3rh(t) e Rm: m(t) = rh(t, rh(t)), (2.27) 
and rh(t, .) is nonsingular in a neighborhood of O. 
This define new coordinates (~(t), ~(t), rh(t)) through: 
u(t) = ~(t, ~( t ) )+ a(t), 
v(t) = ~(t, ~( t ) )  + ~(t), 
re(t) = ,~(t,,n(t)).  
(2.28) 
Think now of t as being fixed, thus, of rh(t) as being the r/in equation (2.26). We know that 
(u,v,m) and (fi,~,rh) are solutions of (2.24), so let us have a look at the behavior for (~,~,rh). 
Consider first the u-component: 
From (2.28) 
u(t + 1) = ~(t + 1, rh(t + 1)) + fi(t + 1). (2.29) 
The left-hand side of (2.29) is 
ti(t + 1) = N(t) . uCt) + rlCt, u(t), v(t), m(t)), (2.30) 
and 
fi(t -t- 1, rh(t -{- 1)) = N(t)~(t, rT~(t)) + rl it, flit, rh(t)), ~?(t, rh(t)), rh(t, rh(t)), (2.31) 
so that 
~(t + 1) = u(t + 1) - ~(t + 1, ~( t  + 1)) 
= u(t -t- 1) - ~(t + 1, ~(t ) )  -{- ~(t + 1 ,~(t ) )  - fi(t + 1 ,~( t  -1-1)) 
= gct ) f i ( t )  + rlCt, fi(t, rh(t)) + f~(t), ~(t, ~n(t)) + fJ(t), rhCt, (n(t)) 
= - r l ( t ,  ~(t, r~Ct)), ~(t, ~(t ) ) ,  an(t, ~(t ) )  
= -t-flit + 1,rh(t)) - ~i(t + 1, rh(t + 1)). 
(2.32) 
Second, the ~ component is computed in a completely analog way: 
~(t-t- 1) = P(t)~(t) + ~'2(t, ~(t, ?'T2(I[:)) -~-'~(t), '~(t, m(t)) Jr-~(t), re(t, 7Ft(t)) 
= -rlCt, ~(t, r~Ct)), ~(t, r~Ct)), ~( t ,  r~(t)) 
= +~(t + 1, rh(t)) - ~(t + 1, rh(t + 1)). 
(2.33) 
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As for the ~h component, 
rh(t + 1, rh(t + 1)) = rh(t + 1, rh(t)) + M(t)[m(t) - rh(t,~(t))] 
+r3(t,~(t, Fn(t)) + ~(t),f:(t, Fn(t)) + 9(t),fn(t, rh(t))) (2.34) 
-r3(t,  ~(t, ~(t ) ) ,  ~(t, ~(t) ) ,  ~( t ,  ~(t ) ) ) ,  
but now from (2.28) we know that M(t) is being here multiplied by 0. 
Thus, 
rTz(t + i) = ~(t + 1, .)-l{rn,(t + l,~(t)) 
+r3(t, ~(t, ~h(t)) + •(t), 9(t, ~(t)) + f)(t), ~h(t, rh(t))) (2.35) 
-r3(t ,  ~(t, ~(t ) ) ,  ~(t, ~(t ) ) , ,~(t ,  ~(t ) ) )} .  
In order to simplify the notation, let us define from (2.32), (2.33), and (2.35) 
f,(t, ,~(t), ~(t), rh(t)) = ~(t + 1) - N(t)~(t), 
f2(t, ~(t), 9(t), rh(t)) = 9(t + 1) - P(t)9(t), (2.36) 
fa(t, ~(t), ~(t), ~(t)  ) = ~(t  + 1) - ~(t) ,  
so that (fi, 9, ff~) is a solution of the system 
~(t + 1) = N(t)e(t) + Fl(t,a(t),9(t),rh(t)), 
~(t + 1) = P(t)9(t) + F2(t, e(t), ~(t), ~(t)) ,  (2.37) 
~( t  + 1) = ~(t)  + T-3(t ,e(t), "u(t), 7Tt(t)), 
a system which is very similar to (2.24) but now the perturbations satisfy 
ri(t, 0, 0, ,/) = 0, V , /e  H, (2.38) 
as it may be seen at once from the following. 
Take for some t _> 0 the starting point (0, 0, r/). Then, from (2.35) ~( t  + 1) = 7/, which inserted 
in (2.32) and (2.33) yields ~(t + 1) = 0 and e(t + 1) = 0. 
Thus, the change of variables (2.28) converts the system (2.24) into one in which {0} x {0} x H 
is a manifold of stationary points, and further fulfills the same (h, k)-trichotomy condition (2.22) 
as before. 
The next step to be done is an adaption of a Kirchgraber and Stiefel's theorem on invariant 
manifolds. This result is a discrete version of a theorem due to Knobloch for the continuous case, 
for which a version with (h, k)-dichotomies was given in [17]. 
The theorem is the following (see [16, Theorem 12.1]): 
Consider the transformation 
B( t )y  + q( t , z ,y )  ' 
and assume there exists constants Kxz, Kxu, Kvx, Ku~, such that 
1. for all x, ~, y, ,~: 
IIp(t,z, y) - p(t,~, ~)ll <_ K~l l z  - ~ll + K~IlY - ~11, 
I Iq( t ,z ,y)  - q(t,Z, ~)11 _< K~l l z  - ~11 + K~IlY - ~11; 
2. q(t, x, y) is uniformly bounded in t; 
3. there exists l > 1 such that IIB(t)-~ll <_ ~11~11, uniformly in t. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Assume there exists p >_ I such that 
1 
T - K~ > P > Kzz, 
and 
< I p) .  
K~xKx~ ~ (p -  Kx~) ( I - K w - 
Then there exists a function g(t,x) such that the set {(t,x,g(t ,x))} is the maximal integral 
manifold of (2.39) with bounded y-component. (In particular, there ex/st a (global) bound A 
such that I Ig(t,x)ll < ~, vt ,  z.) 
For a discussion of the conditions and assumptions of this theorem, see [16]. Notice that this 
version is not quite the same as in [16], we have included the explicit time dependence of the 
functions in (2.39), and leave out the Lipschitz condition for t. As was pointed out before, it is 
immediate to adapt the very same proof to the nonautonomous case. 
In order to use this result, we observe that we only need to take the first two components 
of (2.37), define x as ~, y as ~, p(t, x, y) as N(t)x(t)+f l ( t ,  x(t), y(t), ~n(t) , B(t) as P(t) and finally 
q(t, x, y) as f2(t, x, y, ~n(t)). Now, verifying that this system does indeed satisfy the assumptions 
of the theorem is actually a matter of repeating the arguments given in [4, pp. 63-66], so we shall 
not repeat hem here. Instead we shall take the existence of the function g(t, fi) for granted, and, 
following closely the argumentation given in [4], define the curvilinear coordinates: 
f i --~, 
= ~ - g(t, fi), (2.40) 
~=rh .  
This change of variables transform the system (2.37) into 
e(t + i) = g( t ) f i ( t )  + ?~l(t, U(t), ?~(t), ?71(t)), 
~)(t + 1) = P(t)fp(t) + P2(t, ~(t), ~)(t), rh(t)), 
~(t + I) = ~h(t) + ~3(t, fi(t), ~)(t), ~n(t)), 
where 
(2.41) 
/0 
1 
Al(t, fi, ~3, rh) = O~l(t,  sfi, s~,fn)ds, 
A2(t, C4CJ, m) = O~¢l(t,C~,s~,rh)ds, 
Az(t,~,C,,rh) = O~÷2(t,~,s~,rh)&, 
A4(t,~,~,rh) = O~a(t, sfi, s~,r'n)ds, 
i 1 
A~(t,~,~,rh) = O~3(t, sfi, s~,rh)ds, 
(2.43) 
~l(t,e, ~,~) --- ~iCt, e, ~ + g(t, e), ~), 
~2(t, e, ~, ~) -= e2(t, e, ~ + g(t, e),,~) - e2(e, g(t, e),,~), (2.42) 
?~1(t, U, ~, ~) ~ rl (t, e, V ~- g(t, ~), ~l). 
One has only to take into account hat, from Theorem 2.2, g(t, x(t)) must satisfy the identity 
g(t + 1,x(t + I)) -- B(t)g(t,x(t)) + q(t,x(t),g(t,x(t)),~n(t)). 
If we recall that g(t, O) = O, the properties of ri, i = 1, 2, 3, are similar to those of ~i, 
i.e., ~i(t, O, O, ~/) = O, i = I, 2, 3, and furthermore ~2(t, fi, O, ~) = O; so that defining 
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we write the system in the desired quasi-linear form: 
fi(t + 1) = N(t)fi(t) + Al(t)fi(t) + A2(t)9(t), 
9(t + 1) = P(t)fJ(t) + A3(t)9(t), (2.44) 
r~(t + 1) = ,~(t) + A4(t)fi(t) + As(t)9(t). 
Summarising what we have made so far, we may state the following theorem concerning the 
Aulbach-Coppel-Knobloch transformation. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let M be an (h, k)-hyperbolic manifold, xo(t) • M, for all t • Z. Then, there 
exists a transformation F: Z x R n --* R": 
y(t) ~ r(t,  y(t)) = (~(t), ~(t), ~( t ) )  =: ~(t), 
such that F(t, .) is invertible, for all t, and if y(t) is a solution of the variational equation (2.1), 
then ~(t) is a solution of (2.44). Moreover, 
r ( t ,0)  = 0, r ( t , . ) - l (0 )  = 0, v t  • z.  
PROOF. From Lemma 2.1, equation (2.25), and Theorem 2.2, the desired transformation is
y(t) = A(t) -1 9 + g(t, fi(t)) + w~(t)(t). (2.45) 
0 
This proves the first assertion. As for the second, let y(t) = O, Vt. From Lamina 2.1 and equa- 
tion (2.24) ~(t) = 0, so that a fortiori m(t) = O. From equation (2.27), the nonsingularity of rh 
in a neighborhood of 0 grants that rh(t) = 0, Vt e Z, so that from (2.28), (fi(t),~(t),fn(t)) = O. 
Finally, from (2.40) and since g(t,O) = O, ~(t) = O, Vt E Z. 
Conversely, from (2.45), 
I ly(t)ll _< IIA(t)-~ll e + g(t, fi(t)) + IIw,~(o(t)lh (2.46) 
0 
so that if ~(t) = 0, Vt • Z, Ily(t)l[ = 0, Vt • Z. | 
Now, let us illustrate the ACK transformation by means of an example: consider the following 
system in three dimensions: 
( t  t+ l  ( tmodN)+l )  
y( t+ l )=Diag  t+ l '  t ' ( ( t+ l )  modN)+l  y(t), y•R  3, (2.47) 
where N is arbitrary > 1. For this system, a fundamental matrix solution is easily computed: 
¢(t) = Diag ,t, I" [ , 
and taking the projection matrices to be P -  = Diag (1,0,0), P+ = Diag (0,1,0), and pO = 
Diag (0, 0, 1), this system exhibits immediately an (1/t, t)-trichotomy with constants 7- = 7+ = 1, 
and 3'0 -- N. 
Since (2.47) is a linear system, it coincides with its variational equation. The Coppel transform 
is the identity, so we need the invariant manifold, and the function g(t, x) granted by Theorem 2.2. 
Here, the set M = {0} x {0} x R is invariant, and for Y0 = (0, 0, Y3,0) a local representation of a 
neighborhood of Yo in M is given by h(y0, 7) = Y0 + r](0, 0, 1). This means that 
( 'n ) w,( t )  = o ,0 , -  ,~z(r)n • 
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With this and from the property of maximality of the integral manifold with bounded projection, 
it turns out that g(t, x) must be 0, so that the ACK-transformed system is finally 
t t+ l  ) 
~(t+1)=Diag t-+l' t '1 ~(t). 
Observe that the action of the ACK-transformation was, for this example, to eliminate the 
bounded third component, replacing it with 1. 
It will turn out that this system is a special case of what we call Levinson's dichotomies (see 
Definition 3.2 below). The extension of this transformation to general Levinson's trichotomies i  
straightforward. 
3. A CLASS OF  TR ICHOTOMIES  
In this section, we introduce a family of (h, k)-trichotomies, namely the class of (h, k)-weighted 
trichotomies [1] (which contain the important family of Levinson's trichotomies), and the 
Hartman-Wintner trichotomies. 
Consider the system (1.1) with 
L(t) = A(t) := Diag (Al(t), A2(t),..., An(t)), 
for which the functions Ai(t) are different from 0, for all t e Z, all i E {1 ... .  n}. Let g(t) be a 
(given) positive function, and define the weight 
t -1  
c~(t) := g(t) -1. H I~X~(r)l, i ---- 1,.. .n, t :> 1. (3.1) 
~'----1 
DEFINITION 3.1. A(t) is said to belong to the class of (h, k )-weighted trichotomies, iff the follow- 
ing condition holds: there exists (positive) constants 7-, 7+, and 70, such that each i E {1 ....  n} 
satisfies one and only one of conditions (wl), (w2), or (w3): 
(wi) 4(t)4(s) -I < ~_, t _> s, 
(w2) 4(t)4(s) -~ ___ 7+, t _ s, 
t-1 
(w31 1-[ I~( r ) l  ±~ -< ~0, Vt, s. 
T=$ 
(3.2) 
It is possible to see at once that by defining the projection matrices 
P -  = Diag (t i~', . . . ,~),  P+ =Diag (8+,...,tf+), p0 =]_  (p-  +p+) ,  
where the deltas are given by 
1, 
~- = O, 
6+ = O, 
i satisfy condition (wl), 
i satisfy condition (w2) or (w3), 
i satisfy condition (w2), 
i satisfy condition (wl) or (w3), 
(3.3) 
each diagonal system, belonging to the class of (h, k)-weighted trichotomies, will have an (h, k)- 
trichotomy according to Definition 1.1. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A(t) is said to belong to the class of Levinson's trichotomies, if there exists 
positive constants 7- ,  7+ and "Yo such that for each j E {1,... ,n}, each i E {1,... ,n} satisfies 
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one and only one of the condition (1), (2), or (3): 
t Ms)  
(1) l-'[ A#(s) <-q'-' l<r<t ,  
8~T 
(2) s=, Ms)  - 
t 
(3) H IM )I ±1 -< vt ,  s. 
T~8 
(3.4) 
(See [1] for details.) As is immediately noticed, the example given in (2.47) is one of a Levinson's 
kind of trichotomies. 
DEFINITION 3.3. The diagonal matrix A(t) = Diag (Az(t),..., An(t)) is said to have a Hartman- 
Wintner trichotomy, iff there exists a constant 70, functions ez(t) and e2(t), satisfying 0 < e, <_ 
ei(t), i = 1, 2, for all t E Z, and a function A(t) such that each i E {1,.. .  n} satisfies one and only 
one of the conditions (HW1), (HW2), or (HW3): 
(HW1) [Ai(t)[ _< [A(t)[(1 - e l ( t ) ) ,  Vt  • Z, 
(HW2) ]Ai(t)l _> IA(t)[(1 + e2(t)), Vt • Z, (3.5) 
Mr)  +1 
r=t  
(HW3) V t, s. 
Now let h(t) be t-1 Hv=l [A(T)I, a = 1 -- el, # = 1 + e2. With this, it is readily seen that the 
Hartman-Wintner class of trichotomies is included in the family of (ha t, h#t)-trichotomies. In
particular, they include the case in which the A function is one of the eigenvalues of A(t), say 
A(t) = Ak(t), and there exists k < nl < n, such that property (HW1) is fulfilled for each i E 
{1, . . . ,  k -  1}, (HW2) is fulfilled for each i • {k + 1, . . . ,  nz }, and (HW3) for i • {k, nl + 1 . . . .  , n}. 
Indeed, taking the projection matrices 
P -  = Diag (~- , . . . ,~) ,  P+ = Diag (6+, . . . ,~+) ,  p0 = ~_  (p -  +p+) ,  
where the deltas are given by 
1, i •  {1 , . . . , k -1} ,  
~i- = 0, otherwise, 
1, i e{k+l , . . . ,n l} ,  
6+ = 0, otherwise, 
(3.6) 
it turns out that the linear system associated with A(t) has a.n (ha t, h#t)-trichotomy according 
to Definition 1.1. 
Now we shall prepare the next section by giving some auxiliary results concerning the func- 
tions h and k. We emphasize that so far h and k were unrestricted. The following results add 
hypotheses to be fulfilled by them. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let y(t + 1) = L(t)y(t) fulfil] an (h,k)-dichotomy condition, and let R(t) be Loo, 
with HR(t)H <_/~, uniformly in t, for t • I c Z. Assume further that 1 - 7+~k(t)/k(t  + 1) > 0, 
for all t • Z. 
Then the system 
y(t + 1) = [L(t) + R(t)lY(t), t e I C Z (3.7) 
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has an (h[~, kE )-dichotomy, with 
t - l (  h (7" ) )  
hE(t) = h(t) H 1 + ~_~ h(~ + 1--5 ' 
"r-~l 
kE(t) = k(t) 1-I 1 - .y+¢ k(,- + 1) ' 
~'.~1 
(3.8) 
REMARK 3.1. As was to be expected, h(t)h(s) -1 <_ h~(t)hE(s) -1, for all t >_ s, and k(t)k(s) -1 <_ 
k~(t)kE(s) -1, for all t _< s. Notice also, that as a consequence of this, a linear Loo perturbation 
of a linear system "destroys" the (h, k)-dichotomy, in the sense that it is not possible to recover 
the original bounds given by h(t)h(s) -1 (respectively, k(t)k(s)-l),  no matter how small the 
perturbation is; terms of exponential kind appear multiplying the original functions (the products 
in h E and k~). For example, in the exponential case, h(t) = a t and k(t) = #t, h~(t) = (a+7-f~) t,
k~(t) = (tt - 7+~) t. (For h-systems, ee Proposition 3.3). 
PROOF. To simplify matters, we study first the case in which P -  = L Thus, according to the 
Definition 1.1, there exists a (positive) function h(t), and a (positive) constant "y_, such that 
[[~(t,s)[[ _< ~/_h(t)h(s) -1, t >_ s. (3.9) 
Consider now the perturbed linear system (3.7); for t ___ s the variation of constant's formula 
reads like: 
t -1  
v(t) = ~(t, s)v(s) + ~ ~(t, ~ + 1)B(~)v(~), t > s + 1. (3.10) 
O'~8 
Taking norms and defining ~)(t) := y(t)/h(t), we get at 
t- ,  h(a) 
II#(t)ll _< "/-II#(s)ll + ~-# ~ h(a + 1---~ I1#(,,)11. (3.11) 
Defining V(t) to be the right-hand side of the inequality (9), we see that 
h(t) 
V(t + 1) = V(t) + 7-13 h(t + 1-----~ IlO(t)ll, (3.12) 
which, using the very same definition of V yields 
h(t) V(t), 
V(t + 1) - V(t) <_ ~/_~ hi t + 1) (3.13) 
so that 
h( t ) ]  
V(t + l) _< l+ ' r _Bh( t+ l ) jV ( t ) ,  
This may be resolved, obtaining 
V(t) < 1 + "I-I~ h(a + 1)J 
t~s+l .  
T>s+l ,  
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
and finally 
ka=s+l 
1 + ~/_fl h(a + 1)J his + 1)J II#(s)ll, t>s+l .  (3.16) 
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Recalling that [[~(t)l I _< V(t) and the definition of 1), we conclude that 
_f '~ [1 h(a) ]}[')'_-1.-')'_/7 h(s)] Uy(t)ll < ~:=,+1 + ~-# h(a + 1)J h(s + 1)J h(t)h(s)-llly(s)ll" (3.17) 
This means nothing else that, if we denote by ~per(t, s) the evolution operator family of the 
perturbed system (3.7), then 
-/ '~ [1+')'_# h(a_..)]}[1+85' h(s)] [IVper(t, s)ll < c:=,+~ h(a + 1)J h(s -F 1)j ~[-h(t)h(s)-l" (3.18) 
Defining h~ as in (3.8), the right-hand side of (3.18) may be rewritten as "r_h~(t)h#(s) -1, so 
that 
[[~per(t, s)[[ < ~t_h~(t)hz(s) -1, t > s. (3.19) 
We turn now our attention to the backward solutions of (3.7). As pointed out before, backward 
solutions need invertibility of the matrix A(t) to exist, the variation of constant's formula for 
backward solutions of (3.7) reads now 
y(t) = q2(t, slY(s ) - ~ ~(t,a)B(a - l)y(o" - I), t _< s - 1. (3.20) 
a=t+i  
Thus, we assume now that P+ - ~, so that according to the Definition 1.1, there exists a 
(positive) constant ?+ and a (positive) function k(t) such that 
[[~(t, s)[[ _< "r+k(t)k(s) -1, t <_ s. (3.21) 
Taking norms in (3.20), and defining (as before) z)(t) to be y(t)/k(t), for all t, we get 
" k(a - i) ll~(t)ll_<'Y+ll~(s)ll+'y+n ~ ~-(j) II~(~-1)II, t<s-l ,  (3.22) 
a: t+ l  
which means that 
k(t) 1 ,-1 k(a) 
1 - "r+# k(t + l)J 11~7(t)ll <- "Y+ll~(s)ll + ~+# ~ k(a + 1) IhT(~')ll, t < s - 2. (3.23) 
a=/+l  
As before, let us define V(t) to be the right-hand side of (3.23) for all t < s - 2. Then 
k(t + I) 
v(t + 1) = v(t) - 7+# kCt + 2) ll#(t + i)II, 
From the definition of V(t) and (3.23) we know that 
k( t+ l )  l 1 - ~+Z ~ j  IIt(t + 1)11 < v(t  + 1), 
so that from (3.24) we get 
II#(t + 1)ll <_ v(t), t _< s - 2. 
This means  that 
vct + 1) 
vct) < [I - ,~+~ (kCt + l)/k(t + 2))]' 
Of  course, this is only valid if we  further ask that 
k ( t+ l )  "},+~] >0, 
t _< s - 2. (3.24) 
t <_ s - 2, (3.25) 
(3.26) 
VtE J .  
t ~ s - 2. (3.27) 
(3.28) 
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From this we get 
{ f i  1 }V(T) ,  t+ l<r<s-2 .  (3.29) V(t) <_ [1 - "),+~' (k(a)Ik(a + I))] 
a-- t+l  
For r = s - 2, V(s -2 )  equals 7+ll~(s)ll +'Y+# (k(s - 1)/k(s))II~(s - 1)11, so that using (3.26) 
we may conclude that 
7+ 
V(s - 2) < [1 - 7+~ (k(s - 1)/k(s))] II~(s)ll. (3.30) 
This last expression inserted in (3.29) for T = s - 2 , and recalling the definition of !) and 
equation (3.23) we akrive finally at 
Ily(t)ll < 1 - 7+p k(a + 1)] 7+k(t)k(s)-llly(s)ll' t _< s - 2. (3.31) 
ka=t  
It is easy to see that (3.31) is valid too for t = s - 1 and is trivial for t = s, so that we finally 
arrive at the expression 
.-i[ ,l-' 
II@per(t,s)ll <7+k(t)k(s) -1 1-I 1-7+#k(a+l ) /  ' t <s ,  (3.32) 
o'=t 
(where the product is defined to be 1 if t = s), and defining ka(t ) as in (3.8), equation (3.32) 
adopts the form 
limper(t, s)l I <_ 7+ka(t)ka(s) - i ,  t < s. (3.33) 
As for the general case, it is immediate. II 
LEMMA 3.2. Let ~(t) be a solution of system (2.44), and assume 3 • > 0 and I = {to, to + 
1 . . . .  ,T  - 1,T} C Z, such that IIA,(t,~(t))ll < #, for all t E I, i = 1 , . . .5 .  
Assume further that h and k satisfy the following summable boundedness conditions: there 
exists ~l and ~2 such that 
1 s 
ha(T) <_ 
hE(t) r=t+l  
s-1 (3.34) 
1 
ks(s) 
l '=t 
Then for s >_ t + 1 the following estimation hold: 
IIm(s)ll ~ IIm(t)ll + #llu(t)ll + #7÷~211v(s)ll, s = t -t- 1, 
IIm(s)ll < IIm(t)ll + #(1 + 7-~l)llu(t)ll + #7+~211 + #7-(1 + ~l)]llv(s)ll, s > t + 1. t3"351' ~ 
PROOF. Using variation of parameters, the u, v, and m components of ~(t) are, respectively, 
s -1  
u(s) = ~2Pert(S, t)u(t) + ~ ~ert(S,  i + 1)A2(i, ~(i))v(i), s >_ t + 1, 
i=t  
v(s) = tlvCt), v t ,  8, 
8--1 
m(s) = re(t) + Z [A4(j,((j))u(j) + As(j,((j))v(j)], s > t + 1. 
j=t  
For s = t+ l ,  
1)11, and the 
ha(t)ha(s) -1 
(3.36) 
the bound follows from the fact that HA4H < fl and Hv(t)H < (ka(t)/ka(t + 1))[Iv(t+ 
fact that ~- ( t , s ) ,  (t > s) and @+(t,s) (t < s) are already bounded in norm by 
(t > 8) and ka(t)ka(s) -1 (t < s). 
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For s > t + 1, the estimation is more involved: 
Noticing that 
and that 
IIm(s)ll _< IIm(t)ll +/~[1 + 3'-~l]llu(t)ll 
s -1  h,U)  ,,ii)l 
"~- ~'+g2 "~- ~2~_~+ j=t+IE i=t h#(i + 1) k~(s)J IIv(,)ll. 
(3.37) 
s-1 j-1 
E E h~(j) kz(i) 
j=t+l i=t h~(i + 1) kflis ) 
s--1 s--1 
i=t+1 j=~ h~(i) 
a-1 
E h~ij) <- hz(i)[1 + ~11, 
j=i 
it follows that double sum at the right is less than ~2[1 + ~1], hence we deduce the desired 
bound. | 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let y i t+ l )  = L( t )y( t ) be a linear (h )-system p.e., it has an (h, h )-dichotomy). 
Let R(t) bean Lee perturbation, with HR(t)II </3, uniformly in t E Z. Then we have the following. 
(a) The linearly perturbed linear system y(t + 1) = [L(t) + R(t)]y(t) has an (hfl, k~)-dichotomy. 
with h~ and k~ given by 
h~(t) = h(t) 1-~ 1 + V-P h(T + 1) ' 
T=I 
t - - l (  ^f~ h(T) ) 
k~(t)=h(t) YI 1--r+t~ h(r +1) " 
(3.38) 
(b ) / f  there exists #1 and #2 such that 
hit ) ~ [ h(T). l - I  his) ~ [ hiT) ]-I 
h(s) ~:, l--r+flh(r+l)j <#i and h -~: t  l+~_flh(~l)j <#2, 
uniformly in t < s, then: hz satisfies the summable condition in (3.34) if and only if kz 
satisfies the summable condition in (3.34). 
PROOF. Part (a) is just a remark; Part (b) goes as follows: assume h~ satisfies the summable 
condition of (3.34). Then 
1 .--1 S--1 [ hia) ]-1 
his) ~ h(T) H 1-~+/~ hia + l)j 
h(t) ~ [ A a hia) ]--I 
= h(s)  1 - r+u h(a  + l l J  
1 .-1 .-1 [ h(~) ]-1 
+h-~ ~ hi,)1-I 1-~+~h~71) j 
-< #1 [1 +/~1], 
which means that k~ fulfills the condition in i3.34) with s2 = ~i[I + ~1]. 
The converse is completely analogous, so that if k~ satisfies the summable condition in (3.34), 
so does h~ with ~1 = #211 + ~2]. | 
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Before proceeding further, we want to make some comments about the summable conditions 
of Lemma 3.2: in terms of the original functions h and k, the summable boundedness conditions 
read like: 
1 h(r) I I  1 + ~_/7 h(~ + 1)j < ~1, h(t) 
v----t+l a=t  
(3.39) 
k(,)l '-' ._1[ 1)J ]-' 
A simple rearrangement of terms shows that the summable conditions are 
1-[ + ~-/7 - ~1, 
r-----t+l a=t  
(3.40) 
8--1 8--1 ]-' [k(~ + 1) _ ~+/7 < ~2. EIIt 
For/7 ---- 0, these conditions are 
1 8 
~. h(~) < ~1, h(t) 
r=t-t-1 
8--1 (3.41) 
1 k(~) < ~. 
k(s) 
"r~t, 
REMARK 3.2. Notice that if h and k are such that 3 ~1 > 0 and ~2 > 0 such that 
h(t+l) < n._____k__l k(t+l)  >1+ 1 
h(t) - 1 +tq'  k(t) ~2 
uniformly in t > to, then there exists ~ > O, K1 > ~1 and if2 > ~2 such that for all 0 </7 < D 
the functions h and k fulfill the summable conditions of (3.40); in particular, for/7 = O, ~1 = ~1 
mad if2 = n2.  
Since h(t + 1)/h(t) <_ ~1/(1 + ~1) < 1, for/7 > 0 define r1(/7) = ~1/(1 +/~1) 7 L "f-/7. 
Clearly, there exists/71 > 0 such that r1(/71) < 1, So that for all/7 E [0,/71], 
uniformly in t > to. 
With this, 
h(t + 1) 
h(t) +7-/7-< r1(/7) < 1, 
so that h satisfies the first condition of (3.40) with 
hi + 7-/7(1 + hl) 
~1= 
i - 7-/7(1 + ~;1) " 
Analogously for k(t), define r2(/7) = 1 + 1/~2 - "y+/7. There exists/72 > 0 such that r2(/7) > 1, 
for all/7 E [0,/72]. With this, in the same way as for h, it is shown that k satisfies the second 
bound of (3.40) with 
/~2 ---- ~2 
1 - ~ '+~2"  
The claim follows finally by taking 3 = min{/71,/72}. 
~:~ r h(~+ 1) ] ~i(/7) , 
L h(~) + ~-~ - ~ ~(~1~ - 1 -~--~1 
r----t+1 a----t r----1 
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COROLLARY 3.4. Let y(t + 1) = L(t)y(t) be a linear system with an (h, h-l)-dichotomy. If 3 
such that h(t + 1)/h(t) < a/(1 + ~) uniformly in t >_ to, then there exists ~ > 0 such that 
for all fl E [0,ill the L~-perturbed linear system y(t + 1) = [L(t) + R(t)]y(t) with IIR(t)ll _< 
uniformly in t > to, has an (ha, ka)-dichotomy with 
,,( 
ha(t )=h(t )  ~ l +~/_~ h(r + l) ' 
Moreover, h~ and k~ fulfill the summable conditions (3.40). 
The following result is immediate. 
(3.42) 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let y(t + 1) = L(t)y(t) be a linear system with a Hartman-Wintner dichotomy 
of the kind (h(t)a t, h(t)#t)-dichotomy. 
If h(t)/h(s) < K, uniformly in t, s E Z, then there exists/~ > 0 such that the summable 
conditions (3.34) are satisfied, for all/3 E [0, f~]. 
EXAMPLES. A (1/t, t)-dichotomic (linear) system does not satisfy the conditions of Corollary 3.4, 
but instead (at~t, t/at)-dichotomic system does, whenever a < 1. An (1/t!, t!)-dichotomic system 
does satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 3.4, too, so that the result applies; the same holds 
for h(t) = at~t!, k(t) = #tt!, and h(t) = at~t, k(t) = #ft. 
It is possible to construct further examples of (h, h-1)-dichotomic systems, along the lines of 
[8, Example 1], yielding functions of the kind h(t) = b(t)A t, with 0 < A < 1, satisfying the 
summable conditions (3.40). 
The set of functions atisfying these conditions has an algebraic structure shown by the follow- 
ing. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The class of functions h and k satisfying the bounds given in (3.41) is closed 
under sums, products and (positive) scalar multiplications. 
PROOF. We shall show this fact for the class of functions h satisfying the first bound in (3.41). 
The proof of the assertion for the class of k functions is completely analogous. 
The statement is immediate for any scalar multiplication by any given (nonzero) number A. Yet 
since the functions h considered must be nonnegative, the class is closed only under multiplication 
by positive scalars. 
Next, if h and g are two functions atisfying the bounds with constants ha and ag, respectively, 
then h+g satisfy the bound with a = ah +~g. As for the product, notice that by using Schwarz's 
inequality, 
r=t+l r=tq-1 r=t+l 
and the claim follows by noticing that since h (respectively, g) is nonnegative, then ~=t+1 
h('r) 2 -< (~"~;=t+l h(7")) 2, (respectively, for g). II 
4. STABIL ITY  
In this section, we apply the ACK-transformation to the study of asymptotics of solutions 
of (1.3) moving "close" to an (h, k)-hyperbolic manifold M. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let x(t) and xo(t) be two solutions of the system (1.3). 
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x( t ) is strongly asymptotically equivalent (s.a.e) to x0(t), iff 
Limt-~oo llx(t) - x0 (t)[6 = 0. 
x(t) is weakly asymptotically equivalent (w.a.e) to xo(t), iff q {tv}v, with t~ < t~+l, V v, and 
Limv-.oot~ = c~, such that 
Limv-~oo [Iz(tv) - xo(tv)II = O. 
REMARK 4. i. It is immediate to notice that 
(s.a.e) =~ (w.a.e) =~ 0 e f~xo =~ f~zo ~ 0. 
Thus, Theorem 4.2 below give conditions under which equivalence between (s.a.e) and (w.a.e) is 
granted. Notice further that our definitions are related to--but not identical to--the notions of 
stability of the 0-solution of the variational equation [15]. 
Now we proceed further: let M be an (h, k)-hyperbolic manifold, and let x0(t) E M, for 
all t E Z. Let x(t) be a solution of (1.3), which is weakly asymptotically equivalent to xo(t). 
Thus, there exists {tv}veN with tv < tv+l, limv-~ootv = oo, such that Hx(tv) -xo(tv)[[ --* 0 
as v --* oc. Defining y(t) to be x(t) - xo(t), this means that 0 E ~u. The following lemma allows 
us to consider the ACK transformed variational equation (2.44). 
LEMMA 4.1. 0E~y~0E~.  
PROOF. Let (t~}~eN, t~ < t~+l, limv-~o¢ t~ = ~ be such that II~(t~)ii ~ 0 as v --. oo. From (2.46) 
this implies that ]ly(tv)ll --* 0 as v --* co. 
Conversely, from (2.20) if Ily(t~)l[ ~ 0, then 
l i(u,v,m)(t.)il < ilA(t.)lliiy(t.)ii < , l ly(t . ) i i -~ 0. 
(Recall that ACt ) as well as its inverse are uniformly bounded; here # represents a bound for ACt). ) 
Further, from (2.26) if ~ ~ 0, 
H(~(t,~),9(t,~),~(t,~})) <_ #llwn(t)ll ~ 0, 
uniformly in time, so that, from (2.27) if m(tv) - ,  0, rh(tv) --* 0 as well. This means that 
I I (~( t~,~( t , , ) ) ,~ , ( t~, ,~( t . ) ) ,~( t~, ,~n( t , , ) ) ) l l  ~ o, ~, ~ oo, 
but this forces I I (~( t . ) ,~( t~) ,~( t . ) ) l l  --' 0 as ~, - - -  ~ .  Finally, from (2.40), II~(t~)ll --' 0, 
as V ,--~ ~,  | 
REMARK 4.2. The importance of this lemma should not be underestimated, since it will allow us 
to establish the equivalence between weakly--and strongly asymptotic equivalence between solu- 
tions of the nonlinear nonautonomous system. Indeed, instead of the variational equation (2.1) 
we use the quasi-linear system (2.44), show that from 0 E f/~ follows ~(t) -~ 0, as t --* c~ and 
transform the result back to y(t) with the same technique used in the proof of the lemma. 
Let now ~(t) be a solution of (2.44) and let {iv}yeN, tv < iv+l, tv --* oo as v -+ oo be such 
that I I~( t . ) l l  - *  0 as  v - -  ~o.  
We ask for the following two conditions. 
HYPOTHESIS C1. Each w-limit point off(t)  inside a su~ciently small neighborhood of 0 E R n, 
say Ba, is of the form (0, O, m*). 
HYPOTHESIS C2. limt-.oo ~(t + I) - ~(t) = 0. 
We shall claim that ~(t) must converge to 0 under appropriate further hypotheses. In order to 
show this, we assume for a moment the contrary. Following closely [4, pp. 68 ft.], Hypothesis C2 
means the following: there exist a positive constant 6 < a and a sequence (T~} satisfying 
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• t~+l  _<T~; 
• ~(t) 6 B~, for all t 6 t_J~N{t~, t~ + 1 . . . .  , T~}; 
• II~(T~)II >_ e/2. 
Here, e may be chosen small enough, so that IIAi(t, ~(t))ll <_ 13, for all t 6 t_l~eN{t~, tv + 1, . . . ,  Tv}; 
This is enough to grant for the existence of a subsequence of {Tv}, which we call for simplicity {Tv} 
again (redefining t~ and Tv if necessary), such that ~(Tv) --* (0, 0, m*), (Hypothesis C1). 
We are now in position to state the main result of this article. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let M C R n be an (h, k)-hyperbolic manifold for system (1.3) and let xo(t) 
and x(t) be two solutions of it, where xo(t) 6 M, Vt 6 Z. Let F(t, .) be the ACK-transformation 
given in Theorem 2.3, and let ~(t) be F(t, x(t) - xo(t)). 
Let the following conditions hold. 
1. There exists fl > 0 such that 1 - 7+fl (k(t) /k(t  + 1)) > 0, for all t 6 Z. 
2. Summable boundedness: there exists tq and t¢2 such that 
8 
1 
ha(t ) E h~(r) < ~x, 
r=t+l  
s--1 
1 
k~(s) ~ k~(~) < ,~2. 
"r=t 
3. There exists a > 0 such that 
n~ n B.(0) = {0} × {0} × y, 0 6 V C R "°. 
4. limt--.c¢ ~(t + 1) - ~(t) = 0. 
Then, x(t) is strongly asymptotically equivalent o xo(t) if and only if, x(t) is weakly asymp- 
totically equivalent o xo( t ). 
REMARK 4.3. This result extends a theorem due to Aulbach for the case of an autonomous 
system with an invariant manifold M consisting of stationary points (see [4]). It gives conditions 
for an invariant manifold of (h, k)-hyperbolic type to be a manifold with asymptotic phase [13], 
since the reference orbit xo(t) is assumed to live inside M. 
PROOF. The proof consists mainly in collecting facts we have already shown. We follow closely 
the argumentation given in [4]. As was pointed out early, (s.a.e) implies (w.a.e), so we assume 
now weakly asymptotically equivalence and prove the strongly one. For this, assume this were 
not the case. Then there exists, first, a sequence of growing integers {t~}, lim~-~c¢ tv = 
such that x(tv) - x(tv) --* 0 as v ~ ~.  Secondly, another sequence of integers {T~} may 
be shown to exist, satisfying the properties: tv < T, < tv+l, and 3e _< a such that e/2 < 
~(t~) <_ e, Vt~ 6 {tv,tv + 1,...T~}. (See [4] for details.) Notice though, that the sequences {t~} 
and {T~} may always be redefined in order to satisfy this property.) Thus, there exists ~ such 
that [[A~(t,~(t))ll < fl, for all t 6 {tv . . . .  T~}, and Lemma 3.2 may be applied with t = t~, s = T~: 
IIm(T~)ll _< IIm(t~)ll + ~llu(t~)ll + ~r+~21lv(T~)ll, 
IIm(T~)ll < IIm(t.)ll + ~(1 + "r-'~l)llu(t.)ll + ~-y+~[:t + ~7-(1 + ~a)]llv(T~)ll. 
(4.1) 
By redefining Tv again, (as well as t~), if necessary, ~(T~) ~ (0,0,m*), as y ----* oo. This means 
that the left-hand side of the inequality (4.1) tends to m* as a consequence of Hypothesis 3, 
whereas the right-hand side tends to zero, since we assumed weakly asymptotically equivalence. 
This is a contradiction, of course, and the theorem is proved. | 
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